
THE FRONTIER LEAGUE 
BOYS TENNIS 

REVISED 10/10/2019 
 
 

1. League matches will consist of three (3) singles and two (2) doubles. 
 
2. Both singles and doubles must be played in order of strength, doubles are considered as teams by 

strength. 
 
3. A)  A team may not forfeit any position, you must move everyone up. 

B)  Doubles and singles are separate entities. 
C) 1st and 2nd singles may be moved to 1st doubles and1st doubles may be moved to 1st and 2nd 

singles. 
D) 3rd singles may be moved to 2nd doubles and 2nd doubles may be moved to 3rd singles 

 
4. League matches. Scoring for both singles and doubles will be determined by 2 out of 3.  Six (6) 

game sets with regular scoring with a tiebreaker at 6-6 in game. 
 

5. League  matches.  The HOME team will serve first. 
 
6. Tournament will be held at Watertown High School if the courts are available 2nd Saturday in May 

with Monday as a raindate.  10/2019 
 
7. Tournament Competition:  Three (3) flights of singles and two (2) flights of doubles matches.  First 

round will be a Pro-Ten set.  All other rounds will be the best 2 out of 3.  Six (6) game sets using 
the regular scoring. 
 

8. Coaches may talk to and instruct their players starting after 3rd game while the players are 
changing ends. 

 
9. It is the coaches’ responsibility to ensure that there is no communication between the spectators, 

parents, other players of their team on the court during the match.  Coaches are empowered to 
enforce decorum and good conduct.  One Coach throughout matches – one coach designated 
before match starts.  

 
10. Players cannot play both singles and doubles/in the same match. 

 
11. All-Stars will be selected and approved by the coaches. 
 
12. Coaches are responsible for the behavior of their players. 
 
13. Poor sportsmanship will not be tolerated nor will abusive language or behavior.  If it occurs, player 

will be warned, 1st warning – point, 2nd warning – game and 3rd warning – default. 
 
14. If Foot-Faulting or line disputes persist the coach or tournament chairman will appoint an impartial 

coach or individual to supervise. 
 

15. Each player must be accompanied by authorized school personnel. 
 
16. All matches start at 4:30 PM unless mutually agreed otherwise. 
 
17. Champions will be decided by the best overall record within the total conference: in case of a tie 

co-champions will be declared. 
 



18. Singles Tiebreak:  seven (7) points to start serve to the deuce court (1 serve only) then opponent 
serves two (2) and continue by two (2) remainder of game.  Switch sides after six (6) points have 
been played and any combination of six (6) thereafter.  The Comin tie break will be used for 
doubles. 
 

19. Due to inclement weather, if three (3) team points have been scored, it will be considered a match.  
If three (3) team points have not been scored, will resume when each player or team left off games, 
individual match points, etc.  If any changes in player of team, will default. 

 
20. Home team will produce line-up first, prior to the match. 
 
21. Line-ups for tournament will be submitted prior to seeding match. 

 
22. Three (3) matches at position for Frontier League Tournament (coaches will vote on unforeseen 

circumstances). 
 

23. Protest Procedure: 
 

A. Rule Book Protest Procedure to be followed, if any. 
B. Rule Book’s interpretation of the rules to be followed. 
C. Refer to Frontier League Protest Procedures. 
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